
IMMIGRATION  IMPENDING
NATIONAL SECURITY THREAT?

How  does  failure  to  enforce  immigration  laws
affect  “National  Security?”  With  immigration
crisis  a   HOT  political  topic  and  the  Hamas-
Israeli situation in Gaza, let’s look at Hamas and
Muslim Brotherhood leader Moussa Abu Marzouk.  Is
Marzook’s Hamas networks still in U.S.?  Are they
connected to at least 35 known Islamaburg jihad
training camps?  Are our open borders become a
“Trojan Horse” as well as health and economic
threat?
There are at least 35 Islamaburgs (Jihad training centers
CONFIRMED) in the United States.

https://factsarestubbornthings.us/2014/07/25/many-names-faces-dhimmitude/
https://factsarestubbornthings.us/2014/07/25/many-names-faces-dhimmitude/
https://www.facebook.com/211539975533886/photos/a.703628396325039.1073741832.211539975533886/567969909890889/?type=3&theater
https://www.facebook.com/211539975533886/photos/a.703628396325039.1073741832.211539975533886/567969909890889/?type=3&theater


There are at least 35 Jihad Islamberg Training Camps in U.S.

Muslim terrorists have set up towns and jihad training camps
in the U.S., as far back as 3 decades ago. Yet our government
focuses on “far-right” groups and patriots. In the name of
tolerance, we have allowed our country to be “taken down from
within”
HOLY ISLAMVILLE, SOUTH CAROLINA
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_bMgkJya5DQ

MUSLIMS OF AMERICA JIHAD TRAINING CAMPS IN U.S.
http://www.military.com/video/operations-and-strategy/-
domestic-terrorism/terrorist-training-camps-in-the-
us/660940716001/

MUSLIM TRAINING CAMPS IN THE U.S.
http://www.homelandsecurityus.com/special-investigative-repor-
ts/muslim-terrorist-training-camps-in-north-america

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_bMgkJya5DQ
http://www.military.com/video/operations-and-strategy/domestic-terrorism/terrorist-training-camps-in-the-us/660940716001/
http://www.military.com/video/operations-and-strategy/domestic-terrorism/terrorist-training-camps-in-the-us/660940716001/
http://www.military.com/video/operations-and-strategy/domestic-terrorism/terrorist-training-camps-in-the-us/660940716001/
http://www.homelandsecurityus.com/special-investigative-reports/muslim-terrorist-training-camps-in-north-america
http://www.homelandsecurityus.com/special-investigative-reports/muslim-terrorist-training-camps-in-north-america


ISLAM’S WORLD DOMINATION PLAN (a must see)
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jHrNBEnlKbU

 

Muslim  Terrorists  Crossing
US/Mexican  Border  (OTM’S)
OTHER THAN MEXICAN
Investigative News Report

Mousa Abu Marzook

a.k.a. Dr. Musa Abu-Marzuq; Sa’id Abu-Marzuq; Abu-‘Umar; Mousa
Mohamed Abou Marzook; Musa Abu Marzouk; Musa Abu Marzuk

Mousa  Abu  Marzook  currently  holds  the  title  of  Deputy
Political  Bureau  Chief  of  HAMAS,  operating  out  of  Cairo,
Egypt.

Born in 1951 in Rafah in the Gaza Strip, Marzook went to Cairo
to study engineering and received a degree from Ein Shams
University in 1977. Marzook moved to the United States to
pursue  a  Ph.D.  in  engineering.   After  leaving  the  United
States in 1992, he moved to Jordan where he lived until being
expelled in 1995. While living in Jordan, Marzook is suspected
of  having  played  a  significant  role  in  planning  and
coordinating numerous terrorist attacks within Israel.  On
July 25, 1995 after his expulsion from Jordan, Marzook was
arrested at John F. Kennedy International Airport in New York,
where he was detained by authorities until being returned to
Jordan in 1997.  Following a nationwide crackdown on HAMAS
activities within the country, he was once again deported by
Jordanian authorities in 1999.

http://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.youtube.com%2Fwatch%3Fv%3DjHrNBEnlKbU&h=LAQEOgyW6&enc=AZOjOBqFee-lMCXACKtGomeFsHZtiOAfINNXqSAYxB9Zil9Fx7R0zIvcfSAgc0J_S8hVt12wRNW8b3KJjkG77empcQiNgiEtumTz3YEGjPzvE2-4oS4yz28lbW48eqCqyKFLTUQjatSN1qCKijUTlavg&s=1
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-kKr44Ey8WU
http://www.investigativeproject.org/profile/106#_ftn2
http://www.investigativeproject.org/profile/106#_ftn3
http://www.investigativeproject.org/profile/106#_ftn4
http://www.investigativeproject.org/profile/106#_ftn5
http://www.investigativeproject.org/profile/106#_ftn6


Marzook left a significant legacy in the United States. During
his tenure in the US, he created an extensive network to
support HAMAS’ terrorist activities. In addition to serving on
the  board  of  directors  of  the  Islamic  Association  for
Palestine, which courts have found “desired to help HAMAS
activities succeed” and acted on that desire,  he also founded
a think-tank called the United Association for Studies and
Research  (UASR).   Marzook  also  provided  the  Holy  Land
Foundation (HLF), with $210,000 in initial funding;   and
channeled $250,000 in investment capital to Infocom, a Texas-
computer business run by relatives of Marzook’s wife.

Federal prosecutors say the IAP, UASR and HLF the were created
by  the  Muslim  Brotherhood’s  Palestinian  Committee  in  the
United States “to comprehensively address Hamas’ needs.“[12]

 

The case of Dr. Mousa Mohammad Abu Marzook, a 46-year-old
husband,  father  of  six,  legal  resident  of  the  state  of
Virginia and Hamas party political leader, who has been held
in a seven-by-eight-foot cell in the Metropolitan Correction
Center in New York City since July 25, 1995, but who has yet
to be charged with a crime or even granted a personal hearing
in a U.S. court, may go down in history as an equally colossal
failure of American justice.

A court filing by federal prosecutors  provides detail on the
role of Mr. Marzook as a leader of the United States-based
Muslim Brotherhood and Palestine Committee:   In 1997 Mousa
Abu Marzook was legal resident of Virginia with family.

 

http://www.investigativeproject.org/profile/106#_ftn8
http://www.investigativeproject.org/profile/106#_ftn10
http://www.investigativeproject.org/profile/106
http://www.investigativeproject.org/profile/106#_ftn12
http://web.archive.org/web/20071006071223/http://www.investigativeproject.org/documents/case_docs/422.pdf
http://articles.sun-sentinel.com/1995-07-28/news/9507280020_1_mousa-abu-marzook-hamas-terrorist-activity


THE  DANGERS  OF  DOWNGRADING
“NATIONAL CRIMES” TO “POLICE
WORK”  Appeasement  is  signal
of surrender.
  “….Back in 1993, FBI assistant director James Fox,
who then headed the Bureau’s New York City office,
suspected that the Iraqi intelligence service  Jihaz
Al-Mukhabarat  Al-A’ma  had  orchestrated  the  bombing,
using  Islamist  volunteers  from  other  countries  as
cover.  However, Fox was not permitted to pursue this
line of inquiry.  He later confided to terrorism expert
Laurie  Mylroie  that  Janet  Reno’s  Justice  Department
pressured him to ignore any possible involvement by
foreign governments.   Reno’s people “did not want
state  sponsorship  addressed,”  Fox  explained.  They
simply wanted to arrest and jail the terrorists as
common criminals”,  page 7  from “The Shadow Party” by 
David Horowitz and Richard Poe 
 

June 10, 2014  Marzouk recently  moved from Cairo and
position with Muslim Brotherhood to Gaza with Hamas.

Hamas Second-in-Command Moving From
Egypt to Gaza
Abu Marzouk was born in Gaza’s Rafah refugee camp, but left
the territory in 1968 and spent most of his life in exile. In
the 1990s, he served as the top Hamas leader, but was then
replaced by the current No. 1, Khaled Mashaal.

Abu Marzouk has been based in the Egyptian capital of Cairo



since  top  Hamas  leaders  in  exile  left  their  long-time
headquarters in Syria in 2011, a few months after the start of
the civil war there, and found refuge in different Middle
Eastern capitals.

Islamic  militant  group  Hamas’  No.  2  leader  said  in  an
interview Tuesday that he hopes to move from his base in Egypt
to  his  native  Gaza  Strip  following  the  formation  of  a
Palestinian  unity  government.

Moussa  Abu  Marzouk  also  told  The  Associated  Press  that
reconciliation efforts between his movement and Palestinian
President Mahmoud Abbas would continue despite a new flare-up
of tensions between the long-time rivals.

In Gaza, Hamas forced banks to remain closed for the past week
because  of  a  dispute  with  Abbas  over  salaries  for  its
loyalists. More than 40,000 employees worked for the Hamas
government in Gaza, and it’s not clear if they will retain
their jobs or who will pay them in the meantime.

Abu Marzouk said Qatar promised help and that the head of the
Palestinian unity government, Rami Hamdallah, has been invited
for  talks  to  the  Gulf  state.  “There  should  be  an  urgent
payment to resolve the problem of the salaries,” he said. By
Associated Press | June 10, 2014

Abu Marrzouk stated in article above Qatar had promised help. 
Is there a history of Saudi funding? Most notably, In 1999,
CAIR received $250,000 from a Saudi-based bank headed by the
former Director of the Muslim World League (MWL). Osama bin
Laden identified MWL as a primary source of funds for Al
Qaeda. Federal investigators raided MWL’s U.S. offices. It is
not a far reach to see that CAIR received money from a source
the leader of Al Qaeda recognized as a “primary” source of
funding for AQ. Holy Land Foundation Trial Posted on March 9,
2014

http://www.theepochtimes.com/n3/726051-hamas-second-in-command-moving-from-egypt-to-gaza/
http://www.theepochtimes.com/n3/726051-hamas-second-in-command-moving-from-egypt-to-gaza/
http://counterjihadreport.com/category/holy-land-foundation-trial/
http://counterjihadreport.com/category/holy-land-foundation-trial/
http://counterjihadreport.com/category/holy-land-foundation-trial/
http://counterjihadreport.com/category/holy-land-foundation-trial/


Mousa Abu Marzook

 

Are Hamas and the Muslim Brotherhood
one and the same?

By the outbreak of the First Intifada, the Muslim Brotherhood
in the United States was significant and well organized. In
1987,  the  governing  body  of  the  International  Muslim
Brotherhood decided to focus its mission on the Palestinian
issue, and directed that Palestine Committees be formed in
countries throughout the world. In the United States, the
Palestine Committee was comprised of active Muslim Brotherhood
members of Palestinian origin. The leader of the Palestinian
Committee in the United States at that time was unindicted co-
conspirator Mousa Abu Marzook. Marzook is now – and has been
since  1995  –  a  Specially  Designated  Terrorist  and  Hamas
leader. In fact, in the early 1990s, Marzook left his post as
a leader of the United States-based Muslim Brotherhood and
Palestinian Committee to take over as Hamas’ Political Bureau
Chief,  the  organization’s  highest  official  position.  The
creation and growth of the Palestine Committee in the United
States are evidenced in part by documents that the government
seized  in  2004  from  the  Virginia  home  of  unindicted  co-
conspirator and Palestinian Committee member Ismail Elbarasse.
As shown by those documents and other evidence, the Muslim
Brotherhood directed its Palestinian Committees throughout the
world, including the United States, to carry out the mandate
of assisting Sheik Yassin and his newly-formed Hamas Movement.
In accordance with that mandate, the Palestinian Committee in
the United States, which included the defendants Elashi, Baker
and El-Mezain, oversaw a number of sub- organizations charged
with varying missions calculated to comprehensively address
Hamas’  needs.  These  organizations  included  the  United



Association for Studies and Research (UASR) (“think tank”),
the Islamic Association of Palestine (IAP) (propaganda and
information) and the Occupied Land Fund (OLF) (money), later
to become the defendant HLF. The defendant Shukri Abu Baker
was in charge of the HLF and, along with the defendants El-
Mezain and Elashi, set out to establish what would become the
highest  grossing  Islamic  charity  in  the  United  States.   
Global Muslim Brotherhood Watch

Could  they  be  working  to  achieve  the  same
goal:                        Muslim Brotherhood’s 100
YEAR PLAN

The  25-Point  Project  for  the  100-Year
Plan  of  Global  Islamist  Domination  The
Plan  came  into  the  hands  of  Swiss
authorities from a raid of a luxurious
villa  in  Campione,  Switzerland  on
November 7, 2001. The raid’s target was
Youssef  Nada,  director  of  the  Al-Taqwa
Bank  of  Lugano,  who  has  had  active
association with the Muslim Brotherhood
for more than 50 years and who admitted
to  being  one  of  the  organization’s
international leaders.
The Muslim Brotherhood, regarded as the oldest and one of the
most important Islamist movements in the world, was founded by
Hasan al-Banna in 1928

and dedicated to the credo:  Video
 

http://www.globalmbwatch.com/mousa-abu-marzook/
http://sixthcolumn.blogspot.com/2006/05/25-point-project-for-100-year-plan-of.html
http://sixthcolumn.blogspot.com/2006/05/25-point-project-for-100-year-plan-of.html
http://sixthcolumn.blogspot.com/2006/05/25-point-project-for-100-year-plan-of.html
http://sixthcolumn.blogspot.com/2006/05/25-point-project-for-100-year-plan-of.html
http://sixthcolumn.blogspot.com/2006/05/25-point-project-for-100-year-plan-of.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wRNCYRBBEu8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wRNCYRBBEu8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wRNCYRBBEu8


Terror Suspect Freed by U.S.; Flies
to Jordan
By NEIL MacFARQUHAR
Published: May 6, 1997
Mousa Mohammed Abu Marzook, the political leader of the Hamas
movement, jailed in Manhattan for 22 months on suspicion of
terrorism, was deported yesterday and flown to Jordan aboard a
United States military jet.

 Mousa  Abu  Marzouk  was  a  participant  or  observer  in  the
following  events:   His  release  ended  what  had  become  an
embarrassing case for both the United States and Israel. Both
nations had sought to keep him in jail, but did not come up
with persuasive evidence of his complicity in a series of
violent attacks by Hamas.

FLASHBACK:   Separation  of
Church and State”  That only
applies to the chattel.

Jeremiah  Wright  Publishes
CAIR  Founder’s  Manifesto  by
Hamas  leader  Mousa  Abu
Marzook

2007 “Pastor’s Page” of Jermiah Wright Trinity Church Chicago
article by Mousa Abu Marzook July 10, 2007 DAMASCUS, SYRIA –

http://www.nytimes.com/1997/05/06/world/terror-suspect-freed-by-us-flies-to-jordan.html
http://www.nytimes.com/1997/05/06/world/terror-suspect-freed-by-us-flies-to-jordan.html
http://www.historycommons.org/entity.jsp?entity=mousa_abu_marzouk
http://www.historycommons.org/entity.jsp?entity=mousa_abu_marzouk
https://factsarestubbornthings.us/Mousa%20Abu Marzook July 10, 2007 DAMASCUS, SYRIA –


Obama  to  Illegally  Fund
Hamas-PLO  Terror  State
6/2/2014  Washington  said
Monday it will work with the
Palestinian  Arab  unity
government and maintain aid,
while  “watching  closely”  to
ensure  it  respects  the
principle  of  non-violence,
AFP reports.
BENGHAZI & OBAMA’S WORLD JIHAD
MUSLIM TERRORIST OBAMA IS ARMING, FUNDING AL QAEDA WITH YOUR TAX MONEY

Commie Blasters overwhelming facts

Reports of American born Muslims involved in African Mall with
Boko Haram and now Syria.  What threat to National Security
will that pose upon their return?

Revoking  Citizenship  for
Americans  Who  Fight  With
Syrian  Jihadists  Former  FBI

http://www.frontpagemag.com/2014/dgreenfield/obama-to-illegally-fund-hamas-plo-terror-state/
http://commieblaster.com/obamabenghazihillary/index.html


Director  Robert  Mueller
expressed concern last month
that Americans fighting with
jihadists  abroad,  including
in Syria, will bring back the
training  and  radical  ideas
they picked up and decide to
“undertake an attack upon the
homeland.”

 WAHHABI SECT ISLAM IS UNIQUE TO SAUDI
ARABIA CREATED BY BRITISH INTELLIGENCE
Arabian Peninsula and Saudi Royal Family was nothing until FDR
made the deal using U.S. gold for drilling rights.  Britain
created Saudi Arabia using Ibn Saud and Muhammad ibn Abd al
Wahhab.

Iraq crisis: How Saudi Arabia
helped  Isis  take  over  the
north of the country

http://www.frontpagemag.com/2013/joseph-klein/revoking-citizenship-for-americans-who-fight-with-syrian-jihadists/
http://www.frontpagemag.com/2013/joseph-klein/revoking-citizenship-for-americans-who-fight-with-syrian-jihadists/


A speech by an ex-MI6 boss hints at a
plan going back over a decade. In some
areas, being Shia is akin to being a Jew
in Nazi Germany

Hillary  even  admits  to  soliciting  Al-Qaeda  to  use
their                      “Wahhabi  brand  Islam”

History of Saudi Arabia, Wahhabi brand Islam.

HILLARY: “We created Al-Qaeda”    
Clinton famously drops a bomb at Congressional Hearing on U.S.
involvement with Al-Qaeda, which most Americans had no clue
about…    video here:    

Did Bin Laden, a CIA Operative change”Mujahedin” translated
“Holy Warrior” to  Al-Qaeda translated “The Base”??

FBI REPORT AL-Qaeda translation “The Base”

 

Afghanistan,  the  CIA,  bin
Laden, and the Taliban
Islamic  Groups  Named  in  Hamas  Funding  Case
(Merged)
Federal  prosecutors  have  named  three  prominent  Islamic
organizations  in  America  as  participants  in  an  alleged
criminal conspiracy to support a Palestinian Arab terrorist
group, Hamas.

Prosecutors applied the label of “unindicted co-conspirator”
to  the  Council  on  American-Islamic  Relations,  the  Islamic
Society of North America, and the North American Islamic Trust

http://www.independent.co.uk/voices/comment/iraq-crisis-how-saudi-arabia-helped-isis-take-over-the-north-of-the-country-9602312.html
http://www.independent.co.uk/voices/comment/iraq-crisis-how-saudi-arabia-helped-isis-take-over-the-north-of-the-country-9602312.html
http://www.deliberation.info/britain-wahhabism/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Dqn0bm4E9yw
http://topinfopost.com/2013/06/24/how-jimmy-carter-and-i-started-the-mujahideen
http://www.fbi.gov/news/testimony/al-qaeda-international


in connection with a trial planned in Texas next month for
five officials of a defunct charity, the Holy Land Foundation
for  Relief  and  Development.   Organized  and  funded  under
Holyland  Foundation.   Bill  Clinton  signed  Executive  Order
there could be no discrimination. Executive Order 13087 was
signed  by  U.S.  President  Bill  Clinton  on  May  28,  1998,
amending  Executive  Order  11478  to  prohibit  discrimination
based on sexual orientation in the competitive service of the
federal  civilian  workforce.  The  order  also  applies  to
employees of the government of the District of Columbia, and
the United States Postal Service. However, it does not apply
to positions and agencies in the excepted service, such as the
Central Intelligence Agency, National Security Agency, and the
Federal Bureau of Investigation.

New York “The Sun” Report

 

 

 

The Coming Islamic Caliphate:
SAUDIS = Wahhabist Empire

“Perhaps  it  is  a  universal  truth

http://www.nysun.com/national/islamic-groups-named-in-hamas-funding-case/55778/
https://factsarestubbornthings.us/2014/06/12/coming-islamic-caliphate/
https://factsarestubbornthings.us/2014/06/12/coming-islamic-caliphate/


that the loss of liberty at home is
to  be  charged  against  provisions
against danger, real or pretended
from abroad” . James Madison
Letter to Thomas Jefferson 13 May 1798  published in Letters
and Other Writings of James Madison (1865), Vol. II, p. 141

Is New World Order being created in
front  of  our  eyes  using  Hegelian
Dialect?
Hegel’s  method  in  philosophy  consists  of  the  triadic
development  (Entwicklung)  in  each  concept  and  each  thing.
Thus, he hopes, philosophy will not contradict experience, but
will give data of experience to the philosophical, which is
the ultimately true explanation. If, for instance, we wish to
know what liberty is, we take that concept where we first find
it—the unrestrained action of the savage, who does not feel
the need of repressing any thought, feeling, or tendency to
act.  Psychological Warfare with use of confusion of opposing
conflicts and propaganda will result in loss of ability to
resist or defend yourself, country or family.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Liberty
https://factsarestubbornthings.us/?s=psychological+warfare+brainwashing
http://thelibertybeat.com/anti-propaganda-law-repealed-state-department-free-to-broadcast-directly-to-americans/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AuogpUbhNHQ


 “Hegelism”  Another  “ISM”  created  to  bring
Washington  Consensus   down  with  Communism.

The Powers that be in full control  of economy and government
in Britain through debt to money lenders in 1600’s/1700’s.  
During Middle Ages European Kings placed in power by Roman
Catholic church.  Example of this is Charlemagne .  Vatican
became indebted to Illuminati and now they control Vatican and
experts at Cannon Law.

FLASHBACK:  CLINTON ADMINISTRATION
IN 1998 MEMO VOWED TO FIX RELIGIOUS
FREEDOM IN MIDDLE EAST!!
In a December 13 meeting with the Vice Minister of Interior,
the Consul General and human rights officer raised the issue
of religious freedom.

The  Islamic  Caliphate  is  forming
before our eyes! WAHHABISM of Saudi
Arabia is SHARIA LAW ON STEROIDS.
 

https://factsarestubbornthings.us/wp-content/uploads/2014/06/hegelian.gif
http://www.xat.org/xat/moneyhistory.html
http://www.conspiracyarchive.com/2014/01/29/illuminati-conspiracy-part-one/
http://israelect.com/reference/WillieMartin/Inter-30.htm
http://warningilluminati.wordpress.com/the-luciferian-conspiracy/
https://factsarestubbornthings.us/2014/08/10/u-s-state-dept-fixed-religious-freedom-1998/
https://factsarestubbornthings.us/2014/08/10/u-s-state-dept-fixed-religious-freedom-1998/


Wahhabism, means of advancing
goals  of  UK  colonialism  in
Islamic world
The Basis for Wahhabi ideas grew in the shadow of power and
politics. In the internal dimension, there is no doubt that
the  relationship  between  Muhammad  ibn  Abd  al-Wahhab  and
Muhammad ibn Saud, the emir of Al-Diriyah, guaranteed the
survival of Wahhabism.

Saudi Arabia Royal Family are Jewish by lineage of Ishmael!

500,000  flee   as  Wahhabi  militants  in
firm  control  of  Iraq’s  Mosul  Are  we
getting the “Big Picture” here?  British
created Wahhabi is killing off Muslim and
non-Muslim.
Sunday  10/08/2014,  23:50   (Jerusalem  BASHIQA, Iraq (AFP) —
Wahhabi militants were in firm control Wednesday of Iraq’s

http://presstv.com/detail/2013/11/02/332581/wahhabism-means-of-advancing-uk-goals/
http://presstv.com/detail/2013/11/02/332581/wahhabism-means-of-advancing-uk-goals/
https://factsarestubbornthings.us/wp-content/uploads/2014/06/UK-Saudi.jpg


second city Mosul after seizing it and a swathe of other
territory, patrolling its streets and calling for government
employees to return to work.

Half  a  million  flee’  The  International  Organization  for
Migration said Wednesday that around half a million Iraqis had
fled their homes in Mosul following the city’s fall, fearing
increased violence.

The Geneva-based organization said its sources on the ground
estimated the violence leading up to ISIL’s total takeover
“displaced over 500,000 people in and around the city.”

The  violence  in  Mosul  “has  resulted  in  a  high  number  of
casualties among civilians,” the IOM added.

Known for its ruthless tactics and suicide bombers, ISIL is
arguably  the  most  capable  force  fighting  President  Bashar
Assad inside Syria as well as the most powerful militant group
in Iraq.

The takeover of Mosul prompted the United States to voice deep
concern about the “extremely serious” situation and warn that
ISIL poses “a threat to the entire region.”

UN  chief  Ban  Ki-moon’s  spokesman  said  he  was  “gravely
concerned  by  the  serious  deteriorating  of  the  security
situation in Mosul.”

ISIL is led by the shadowy Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi and backed by
thousands of Islamist fighters in Syria and Iraq, many of them
Westerners, and it appears to be surpassing al-Qaeda as the
world’s most dangerous Wahhabi militant group.

Qatar  embraces  Wahhabism  to
strengthen regional influence
12/2011  Qatari  Emir  inaugurates  ‘Imam  Muhammad  Ibn  Abdul
Wahhab’ Mosque in Doha, vows to spread ‘teachings of Islam in

http://www.maannews.net/eng/ViewDetails.aspx?ID=703990
http://www.middle-east-online.com/english/?id=49555


whole world’.

Qatari  Emir  inaugurates
‘Imam  Muhammad  Ibn  Abdul
Wahhab’  Mosque  in  Doha,
vows  to  spread  ‘teachings
of Islam in whole world’.

 

Can the powers that be unite prior Turkish-Ottoman Empire with
Saudi sect of Wahhabi flag of unity “Talaweed”.

 

RESEARCH OR FIFTH COLUMN?
West Point Independent “Combating Terrorism Center at West
Point” funded  Foundations and NGO’s   “Harmony Project” 

With Meca 2020 Project finished will Democrats win the
race  over  Republican  oligarchy  with  their  assigned
“Established Religion” goal?

The HORN of Satan is Najd. Location:   Saudi Arabia.
Who created Wahhabism? British Intelligence.

WAHABBI  sects  “stirred  up”  by  Democrats  during  Carter
Administration are “Culling” among their own. Wahabbi (Saudis)
created by Britain stirred up by Democrats is ONLY way. Al-
Qaeda is Saudi base for genocide of other muslim sects. Tell a
lie big enough, often enough eventually they will believe it.

http://www.middle-east-online.com/english/?id=49555
https://factsarestubbornthings.us/wp-content/uploads/2014/06/Qutar-Wahhabi.jpg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6IWYqzc9ZXo
http://tarpley.net/docs/CTCForeignFighter.19.Dec07.pdf
https://factsarestubbornthings.us/2014/06/18/mecca-2020-obama-building-muslim-caliphate/
https://factsarestubbornthings.us/2014/08/03/americas-constitution-age-gentiles-really/


Allah/Sin (Crescent Moon god was Satan himself. Wahabbi is
“Allah’s “Old Time Religion”

Scholar from al-Azhar: Wahhabism is a Satanic Faith, the Horn
of the Devil that Muhammad Predicted

 

Scholar from al-Azhar: Wahhabism is a Satanic Faith, the Horn
of the Devil that Muhammad Predicted
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ufxTUFapy1w

 

Wahhabism  as  a  Tool  of  Colonialism.  
Could  the  biblical  prophecy  “The  First
shall  be  last  and  the  Last  shall  be

https://factsarestubbornthings.us/wp-content/uploads/2014/06/Islamic-Scholar-Wahhabi-Horn-of-Satan.jpg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ufxTUFapy1w


first”  apply  with  seed  of  Issac  and
Ishmael?   Saudi  Royal  Family  Britain’s
deal  was  struck  with  are  direct
descendants of Ishmael. 
If Al Saud’s initial success could be owed to the spirit of
violence, killing Muslims and plundering their assets, its
subsequent  achievement  would  undoubtedly  be  thanks  to  the
British  government’s  economic,  political  and  military  aid.
This is so that any analysis of the issue would be futile
without considering the UK’s role.  Although Al Saud used the
slogan of monotheism to justify its performance until the fall
of the second Saudi and Wahhabi period, in the beginning of
the third era Wahhabism itself turned into means of advancing
Britain’s  goals  in  the  Islamic
world.”http://hwaairfan.wordpress.com/2013/11/02/wahhabism-as-
a-tool-of-colonialism/

Saudi Wahhabi Leaders See Turkish Threat
over Caliphate
Wahhabi clerics are easily provoked upon hearing that other
Muslims  may  entertain  the  idea  of  restoring  the  Muslim
caliphate.  They  strongly  believe  that  Muslims  other  than
themselves are godless and unqualified to claim the honor of
reviving the caliphate, a multi-ethnic transnational empire
with  Sharia  and  the  bonds  of  faith  as  the  basis  of
government.http://www.newageislam.com/islam-and-politics/madaw
i-al-rasheed/saudi-wahhabi-leaders-see-turkish-threat-over-
caliphate/d/76797

How Obama engineered the radicalization of the
Middle  East,  setting  the  stage  for  Islamic
Caliphate
“For I have traveled 3 continents before coming to the region



where  it  was  first  revealed.  “That  experience  guides  my
convictions”.  Barack  Obama.
https://www.facebook.com/211539975533886/photos/pb.21153997553
3886.-2207520000.1402616880./649416245079588/?type=3&theater

HILLARY CLINTON and the Istanbul Process

Will “Istanbul Process” replace “Washington Consensus”???

Caliphate, Erdogen, Istanbul, Silk Road, and Marmaray project
all banned words, topis in U.S. media talking points. STUDY IT
OUT!!

This is the Babylon they are creating to control all commerce
out of Istanbul.  Hillary’s “Istanbul Process”  will replace
Washington Consensus as no established religion can co-exist
under U.S. Constitution.  With Erdogen recent presidential win
Syria is saying next step is Sultan.  Will EU allow Turkey
membership?

Was TURKEY a play during BENGHAZI?
Erdogan was the first person that Obama called after winning
the election in 2008

 

Benghazi: The Set-Up and the
Cover-Up
By 20 Year CIA agent Clare M. Lopez  The multilateral U.S.-
Libya-Turkey agreement to get weapons into the hands of Syrian
rebels – which were known to be dominated by Al-Qaeda and
Muslim Brotherhood elements — by working with and through Al-
Qaeda-linked jihadist figures like Belhadj, seemed confirmed
by  the  appearance  of  a  Libyan-flagged  vessel,  Al-Entisar,
which docked at the Turkish port of Iskanderun on September 6,

https://factsarestubbornthings.us/2014/07/20/war-brewing-middle-east-powder-keg-ready-ignite/
https://factsarestubbornthings.us/2014/07/20/war-brewing-middle-east-powder-keg-ready-ignite/
https://factsarestubbornthings.us/2014/07/20/war-brewing-middle-east-powder-keg-ready-ignite/
http://www.foxnews.com/politics/2012/10/25/was-syrian-weapons-shipment-factor-in-ambassadors-benghazi-visit/


2012. Report

Suspected of carrying weapons bound for the Syrian rebels, the
ship’s cargo reportedly included Russian-designed, shoulder-
launched missiles known as MANPADS, RPGs and surface-to-air
missiles—all of them just the sort of weapons available in
Libya.

 

8/10/2014 Turkish PM Erdogan wins presidential election and
immediately meets with Saudi Arabia King  Abdullah meets Saudi king
in Riyadh  Turkish Prime Minister Recep Tayyip Erdogan arrived
in Saudi Arabia on various bi-lateral issues., Anatolia News
Agency reported.

Hillary calls Islam a “Great
Religion”
Following the deaths of 4 Americans in Benghazi and despite
knowing the truth about who was involved, Hillary gets up
sells  a  lie  to  the
world.http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DUdXN-Wb2sY

Wahhabism…from  “Surrendering
Islam”
“These Masonic leaders seemed, then, to have embarked on a
plan to subvert Islam from within, and to distort the Islamic
world and render it predisposed to a confrontation with the
West. Key to this strategy was the creation of the Salafi
movement,  which  was  an  outgrowth  of  the  emergence  of  the
Egyptian Freemasonry of Cagliostro, which today is closely
aligned to the Wahhabis of Saudi Arabia.

http://lopez.pundicity.com/12486/benghazi-cover-up
https://factsarestubbornthings.us/This%20would be funny if it were not
http://www.kurdpress.ir/En/NSite/FullStory/News/?Id=1278#Title=%0A%09%09%09%09%09%09%09%09Turkey%20Erdogan%20meets%20Saudi%20king%20in%20Riyadh%0A%09%09%09%09%09%09%09
http://www.kurdpress.ir/En/NSite/FullStory/News/?Id=1278#Title=%0A%09%09%09%09%09%09%09%09Turkey%20Erdogan%20meets%20Saudi%20king%20in%20Riyadh%0A%09%09%09%09%09%09%09
http://www.kurdpress.ir/En/NSite/FullStory/News/?Id=1278#Title=%0A%09%09%09%09%09%09%09%09Turkey%20Erdogan%20meets%20Saudi%20king%20in%20Riyadh%0A%09%09%09%09%09%09%09


According to their devious strategy of “divide and conquer”,
the British deliberately created the Wahhabi movement in order
to upset the Ottoman Empire. At the height of its power,
between the sixteenth and seventh century, the Ottoman Empire
spanned  three  continents,  controlling  much  of  Southeastern
Europe, the Middle East and North Africa. It stretched from
the Strait of Gibraltar in the west to the Caspian Sea and
Persian  Gulf  in  the  east,  and  from  the  edge  of  Austria,
Hungary and parts of Ukraine in the north to Sudan, Eritrea,
Somalia and Yemen in the south.

However,  at  the  same  time,  the  British  were  beginning  to
encroach upon former Muslim territories, in particular, making
significant inroads into India. Nevertheless, they continued
to have designs on the various parts of the Ottoman Empire,
and worked to aid in its collapse by fomenting rebellion from
within.The brunt of their strategy was focused on the creation
of  the  Wahhabi  sect  of  Saudi
Arabia.”http://surrenderingislam.com/surrendering-islam/wahhab
ism

Queen Elizabeth II listening to a recitation of
the Quran
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DEk0Dtg8pHQ

Why would the Wahhabi Saudi Arabia
kingdom destroy the sacred sites of
the Prophet Mohammed’s family?
Research  what  the  Wahhabis  believe  regarding   Allah
http://jafrianews.com/2014/02/23/saudi-wahabi-monarchy-destroy
ing-islams-sacred-sites-holy-prophets-birth-place/

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DEk0Dtg8pHQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DEk0Dtg8pHQ



